From Beam...to Hoist...to Below the Hook
For more than 135 years, users in industries around the world have relied on products, services, and expertise from Columbus McKinnon to address needs in the workplace. From individual hand tools to sophisticated crane systems, the wide range offered by Columbus McKinnon is unsurpassed in the market. Featuring many of the top brands in the industry, the company has honed its solid reputation for durable products, reliable service, and application knowledge with users in hundreds of environments.

COMPLETE LIFTING SYSTEMS
The only manufacturer in the industry to provide all of the components that comprise a complete lifting system, Columbus McKinnon supplies everything from the beam (jib cranes) to the mechanism that affixes to the anchor point (trolleys, beam clamps) to the lifting device (hoists) to below-the-hook lifting attachments (slings, clamps, spreader beams, hooks). This ability allows the system to meet the exact requirements of the job and provides the user with a single point of contact for all of the items needed for a complete lifting solution.

JIB CRANES & ENCLOSED TRACK SYSTEMS
Enclosed track is available as a complete freestanding or ceiling-mounted system, and is easy to handle and assemble. Benefits are immense as complete freedom of movement is the goal of these systems. Jib cranes may be designed for either light-duty or heavyweight applications.

WIRE ROPE HOISTS & CRANE COMPONENTS
Crane kits provide virtually everything needed to provide a comprehensive overhead lifting solution. Additionally, individual components, including some of the most requested wire rope hoists in the industry may be modified to fit the exact environment.

POWERED CHAIN HOISTS
For superior reliability in off the shelf as well as application specific needs, customers rely on names and models such as Lodestar, Manguard, and JLC. Many models can be supplied as spark-resistant units, in conjunction with motor driven trolleys, or with a variable frequency drive for precise load spotting.

MANUAL HOISTS & PULLERS
When selecting the exact tool for pulling, lifting, or positioning, lever tools work to perfection in environments ranging from mining to agriculture. Simple, user-friendly activation and compact size make many units ideal for confined areas. Rugged pullers are asked for by name on construction sites. Manual hand chain hoists are ideal for activities where powered units are impractical. Designed for true vertical lifts, manual hoists rely on force exhibited by the worker to make a smooth lift.

BELOW-THE-HOOK ATTACHMENTS
To meet the unique needs of specific industries, products such as clamps, tongs, spreader beams, and C-Hooks provide secure lifts.

RIGGING PRODUCTS
Integral parts of complete lifting systems, items such as chain slings, shackles, hooks, and related attachments are manufactured in various styles and configurations.

TRANSPORTATION
For heavy-duty trucking, load binders and chain assemblies are available in various sizes and capacities.

TRAINING
The Columbus McKinnon Training Group provides comprehensive, structured programs for creating a safer, more productive work environment. From ½ day classes on a specific topic such as load securement to three-day programs covering all aspects of lifting, Columbus McKinnon offers the most complete offering of any hoist, crane, and rigging manufacture.